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Lesson 9. fun outdoors



Warm Up
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Where do you like to go when you don’t have anything to do?



Introduction
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▪ What is a outing?

Outing means:

When do you think people go on an outing? Why?

a short enjoyable trip,
usually with a group of
people, away from
your home, school, or
place of work.
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Activity 1
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▪ What’s that place? What do you do there?

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

a bowling alley an aqua park a theme park an art gallery

a museum a theatre an aquarium a zoo
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Building Up
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▪ Read what people below like to do. 

I love painting in my free time. I
am a big fan of art. I usually paint
the nature such as trees and
flowers.

I am fascinated with
the living creatures
under the sea. I love
to swim both in the
pool and in the sea.

I always watching
movies because it
makes me feel different
emotions. I have
several favorite movies
and one of them is
“Baby’s Day Out”.

I enjoy visiting different 
places and learning 
about their culture and 
history. I often read 
history books to make 
my knowledge wider.

What about you? What do you enjoy?

What is the best
place for each
person to go on
an outing?
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Reading Time
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Yesterday Anne and Peggy went to the zoo. They walked over to the monkeys’ cage. 
The monkeys were eating peanuts. One of them sat in a corner. It didn’t have any peanuts. 
The two girls felt sorry for the monkey. They watched it and then Anne whispered, “The 
poor little monkey is sad. Let’s go to the store and buy some peanuts for it.” So they did. 
They took a peanut and put it in the cage. The little monkey slowly came over and looked
at the peanut. Then he took and ate it. Suddenly the zookeeper shouted, “Don’t feed the 
animals!” The girls quickly ran away. They came to the lions. The lions were walking up and 
down the cage. The girls watched as the zookeeper gave the lions their food. The lions ran 
to the door, and they ate the meat. They roared loudly, and the girls were scared and ran 
away.
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Reading Check Up
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▪ Is it TRUE or FALSE?

1. Anne and Peggy went to the zoo with their friends.
2. The monkeys were eating bananas.
3. One monkey sat on the corner.
4. The two girls laughed at the monkey.
5. The monkey was sad.
6. Anne and Peggy went to the store to buy some 

peanuts for the monkey.
7. The zookeeper whispered to them.
8. The zookeeper got angry.
9. The girls went to the lions and feed them.
10.The lions roared silently.

TRUE or FALSE        
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Simple Past
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The Simple Past is used to talk about finished actions / things that happened in the past.

1. Hanna ________________ the bowling competition again. It’s the second this month.

2. Martin and his friends __________________ with the whales in the sea.

3. Sandy __________________ at the paintings in the art gallery but she only liked some of them.

4. Nina and her family ______________ scared when they rode the roller coaster.

5. Rose ______________ into the horror house alone.

6. Beatrice and Samantha ______________ a very long play at the theater.

went looked watched won swam felt

▪ Complete the sentences with a verb in simple past.
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Role Play
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Mara: What are you doing today?
Alex: I’m just at home. What are you doing?
Mara : I was thinking of maybe taking a drive to the beach.
Alex : That sounds like a great idea!
Mara: Would you be interested in joining me?
Alex : Sure, I would love to go with you. When would you be 
leaving?
Mara : I thought that we could leave around 10:00 in the morning.
Alex : That would give us plenty of time to explore. Did you know 
that there is a music festival on the beach in Santa Barbara?
Mara: That was part of my plan.
Alex: Well then, I'll see you later. Thanks for asking me to go with 
you.

Discuss the underlined words/phrases with your teacher.

▪ Read the dialogue with your teacher. 
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Critical Thinking
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• Imagine that today is your 
free day and you can go 
anywhere you want.
• Tell about what place you 
prefer to go and the things you 
plan to do.
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Speaking Practice
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▪ Express Yourself

1. What do you think are the good things you get 

from spending a day away from home?

2. What did you do last weekend?

3. Who do you usually spend your free time with? 

What do you usually do?

4. Talk about these:

- your best outing experience

- your worst outing experience 
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Pronunciation Practice
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Vocabulary Pronunciation

alley a·lee

museum myoo·zee·uhm

aquarium uh·kweh·ree·uhm

beach beech

history hi·str·ee

zookeeper zoo·kee·pr

looked lukt
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The End
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